
Vincent Van Gogh 

A Dutch Artist 

Born 1853  Died 1890 (aged 37) 



Early Life 
• Vincent was brought up in a religious and cultural family but he was 

troubled and emotional from an early age. As a young man he 

experienced two unhappy romances and a few unsatisfactory jobs. 



• For a while he worked as a preacher in Belgium in poor mining 

communities. When this did not work out he began to paint these 

poor people. The most famous of these early paintings is ‘The 

Potato Eaters’ (1885) 



• In 1886, Vincent went to Paris to join his brother Theo who worked 

as an Art Dealer. He saw the paintings of many artists and began to 

change his dark colours into the light and short brushstrokes of the 

impressionists. 

Monet Pissarro 



• Vincent went to Arles in the South of France and hoped 

some of the Paris artists would come and set up a 

school of art 



• He found and rented ‘The Yellow House’ 

for this purpose. 



• A painter called Paul Gauguin did move to the south to 

join Vincent who painted sunflowers to decorate 

Gauguin’s room. 



• Paul and Vincent argued a lot and Vincent began having frequent 

epileptic fits and psychotic moods. One night he threatened Gauguin 

with a knife, then cut off part of his own ear and offered it to a local 

prostitute.  The next day, Gauguin left, leaving Van Gogh feeling 

very alone. 



• Vincent committed himself to an asylum for two years where he 

continued to paint. The Starry Night is a very famous painting from 

this period. The swirling lines in the sky may represent Van Gogh’s 

inner emotional turmoil. 



Self-portrait 1989 (detail) 



• After he left the hospital Vincent worked furiously, usually 

completing at least one painting a day. 



• However, he was not happy and considered his life a 
waste. On July 27th 1890 he walked into a field and shot 
himself. He survived but died in hospital two days later. 



• He only sold only one painting in his 
lifetime and died in poverty. Today his 
paintings sell for millions. 




